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(b)(1) By 2007 a total of97 detainees had been art of the ROG ro am. Prior to RDG 
(b)(3) NatSecAct_as_s_um_in~c~on=tr~o=lL__ ________________ ~~---_J 

About 
half the 97 ROG detainees came into Agency hands in 2003, and a fourth in 2004. In the 
final two years prior to the transfer of remaining detainees to Guantanamo Bay in 
September 2006, only 5-6 new detainees entered the program, with only two subjected to 

(b)(1) enhance~ measures. fo:·., 
(b)(3) NatSecAct £•'/. ·· 

When possible, ROG arranged to transfer detainees mdbnger ~f intelligence 
(b )( 1) value to the U.S. military, or render them to another coun@. ffespite new arrivals, this 
(b )(3) NatSecAct effort reduced the total number of detainees in Agency,cdritfol fr~'m I ~tend 

of 2003, to just~_~in the spring of 2004, andj.~_~t~at th~~ginning of 2005. 
(b)(1) This figure remained relatively constant for theNXt y~ an acceler~te4 effort 
(b)(3) NatSecAct during 2006 reduced the number remaining f9r ... t(t~~er to @uantanamo to ·1;7-' 

Viewed differently, about 2/3 of detainees ~gency hands prior to 
October 2004 had been transferred out,-by circa the en~f ~4; their detentions had 
ranged from a month to almost two yciar~~rot,ably averagin~uch more than a year. 
A large majority of the detainees not tr~eferr~cfoW of Agenct1fiands by the end of 2004 
continued to be held for almost two mor~-~~ars;:::,Th~:~v_(E~lf etention probably 
averaged about three years, and as true long:.,t_enn detaihe¢fthey presented a different set 
of medical challeng~~/::,~-. -7 ~ ~-, )y 

, . -~ ~ 
OMS thouth~ .. ~~ det~p.ee experien~t~s·-aivided into three phases: rendition 

and initial interrogation, s~staiped,cleb_ri~ijg_~, .. ah"d long-term detention. With the first two 
phases typ_ic@~ting onl~.few weeRs~ro;tfew months, by far the greatest amount of a 
det.~~~~.~~H~me ~tbtnt simiil1'in ,detention.

120 
W~th the sh~ late-2004 decline in new 

am~ medical r<1i. ... s bec~~,-almost exclusively attendmg to long-term 
detamees' 1 .v 

Agen.._ainees wore, as-~ group, basically young and healthy. Given bi
monthly or quarte@o/AmedJll check ups (more often if indicated), a healthful diet, 
vitamins, vaccines;'a'<t~te rest, and some opportunity to exercise, most eventually were 
in better shape than Ji{en they came into Agency custody. Some were even willing to 
comment that they looked fitter than they had in years. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

izo ROG characterized things similarly: an ·interrogation/exploitation phase lasted 1-10 weeks, with the 
most intense period rarely exceeding two weeks; a second, transition phase usually lasting two to three 
months during which the detainees cooperation was validated; and a third, debriefing phase which lasted 
from two to several months and in rare cases-such as AZ-for as long as three years. 

[
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(b)(3) NatSecAct A few detainees arrived w:·th existing injuries, though none in as serious condition 
as AZ. Ahmed Guleed I . lhad sustained a GSW several months prior to 

(b)(1) capture! and arrived a~~--~ ith a colostomy and frozen left elbow. Two detainees 
(b)(3) NatSecAct arrived_ lwith malleolar fractures sustained jumping from a high wall. 

Another detamee amved with a broken finger. All required follow-up care and none 

(
b)(

1
) were subjected to stressful interrogation either initially or later. The fracture group soon 

was transferred elsewhere, but Guleed's colostomy was successfuJly maintained for over 
(b)(3) NatSecAct two years before circumstances allowed a revision to be arranged. In the interim, he 

received professional guidance on physical thera})y to restore motion in his left elbow. 

Medically, of the nearly 100 detainees evaluated, none;Was HIV-positive, only 
· three ~ere he?atitis B and two ?epa~iti~ C antigen positi~~~e ~ved with a sexu~lly

transm1tted d1sease--a chancro1d-mfhcted, he said, b.¥. a,genn (dJm. Most complamts 
while in detention were for relatively minor ailment(1uth ls headaclies, mild musculo

, skeletal symptoms, rashes, gastrointestinal upsets16'r an occasional pharyn "tis. 
,,, ~ ~ :.t 

. Eventually a few dental problems arose, treat~.,_by,-~ RDG).Q?ntract dentist~Jio from 
early 2004 periodically flew to detention sites to pr~ge ,both ~rgutine and f9'cused care. 

(b )( 1) :n)v a si:e)e :rtal emergency arose, in 2006,I : I 
(b )(3) NatSecAct I : Basi~ ~i~ion checks w.ere performed by.9~,~- personnel, and prison-safe 

g asses o tam . AZ m1t1~1ly preferreH ~0 r a p~tch over~t I_~:fl eye socket, b~t 
~ventually requested an art1fic1al eye; tlit~ ... ~; t~tned, a nea(peifect match to hts good 

\',., ""~ ,,,;,.... -~-. eye \- \ ~-,.;... ./.(•·1• -:, 

i~ :rn NatSecAct . Over time, no~•~~;~c,r issues J~~i~:-~uired capabilities beyo~d that 
available at the dete~tioµ sites,Cfi_}1leed's colo~~! need~ to be reve~s,.__,.ed~: ~G~u~l ---~ 

neec;t~·~ a b10,p~y for an enlar.mpg thyroid; al-Hasaw1I I· 
~~~g~ NatSecAct had hemorrhoids and a &~~1.P,f6iapse;·tlu:ee .. d~tiiinees required endoscopy for GERD 

symptoms; B.Qa.J}JJ'er:,b.~opsi~s, were indicated •for those with chronic hepatitis B or C. 

. :'~~~ one~ ~~~-fu~ D~~itl:ti:nent of Defense could provide this specialized care. 
(b)(1) When S~Fal detainees ~ere trans~ed to I Ouantanamo Bay in early 2004, a 
(b )(3) NatSecAct test case pres~.med. I (b )( 1) 

. . (b)(1 )(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

I As this concern was being addressed, the issue became moot. The 
~p_e_n~d~in_g_S~u_p_r-em-e~C-o~urt decision that could have mandated access to all Guantanamo 

detainees led to the closure! 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

59 
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While pursuing.the DOD option, RDG and OMS4.l~Y~~~ed over a dozen 
third-country alternatives. A combination of substandard•medical:tc.(te. and/or concerns 
about media exposure and internal politics had rul~Oalf'ofthose 'initially considered. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

AttenciiJg,to the psr,chological well-being of detainees was at least as challenging 
as dealing with ~their-phy~i&fl needs. The impact of sustained isolation was the primary 
problem and provcli:µ\gr/psychologically challenging than had the interrogations. By 
design, no contact wjtli other detainees was allowed in Agency detention facilities and 
continuous white noise prevented them from hearin one another. Thou h sically 
comparable to modem U.S. prisons s--.------~~~~---(b )( 1 )---~the· 
detainee cells nonetheless were small and window ess. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

121 On the basis of blood tests, three of the detainees, including the subject with rectal prolapse once were 
considered cjtdidates for liver biopsy. Of these, one declined to be biopsied, one was transferred 

I _ before a biopsy could be arranged, and further testing of the third eliminated the need. 
60 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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Initially, of course, detainees had weeks and sometimes months of frequent, often 
intense contact with Agency interrogators and debriefers. But as this phase ended, 
detainees eventually were left without the intellectual stimulation such contact afforded. 
Initial attempts to fill this void included "homework" ( even when no intelligence 
requirement existed), the provision of books and other reading material, and mandatory 
staff contacts. At the extreme, KSM was invited to present staff lectures on various 
subjects. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

OMS concerns about the effects oHon~~1~idetention led to an acceleration of · 
RDG efforts to provide 1Y..9J~--~~mulation i~~tai~~fThese concerns were shared 
by RDG personnel working dtr¢_c~ly with the-ijetainees, and by D/NCS, former Chief of 
CTC). This includ~<Hhe prov1~j~p of video~bd games (eventually including hand-held 
computer games), .-an&.~- impl~m~ntation of "l'acial" or "rapport-building" sessions, 
d~ng wh!ch s~~ffers _m1~~J~-:c~~~<:>~f,.~?'gam~s with a detain~ or hold informal 
philosoph1ca_l_9~ss10ns. IQ;tlu_s sett1ng,:·many detamees came to view some of the staff, 
even prior interrogators·;·-as their·•-~friends." 

. ·•··,--... 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Throughout the years of the RDG program OMS psychologists and psychiatrists 
made at least quarterly trips to each facility, and conducted extensive interviews with 

-every detainee. Notably, in view of the terrorist behavior, at intake no detainee had a 
diagnosable mental disorder, not excepting such Axis II disorders as anti-social 

~------(-b-)(1-)------------~· . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct I 
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personality. 123 (This was consistent with the findings on terrorists held in the Federal 
prison system.) Some eventually developed adjustment problems, and at least two 
requested and were provided witnanti-depressants. Another asked for Prozac, which he 
had taken previously, and was sure it would make him feel better. It didn't, so the Prozac 
wa,s discontinued. Particular effort was made to identify signs of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). Notably, even among those subjected to the most intense coercive 
measures, there were no indications of the emergence of PTSD. 

OMS practice regarqing the treatment of detainees who w.el:e having difficulties 
with their situation was to work with ROG to ameliorate conditirs~s,much as possible 
within security bounds. Although at times CTC managers~~strated by OMS 
unwillingness to involuntarily medi~a~e ~et~ine~s who w~e "act~~~ut," medications 
were offered only for bona fide medical mdicatlon$ ll!ld with the pynseqt of the 
detainee. This mirrored the Federal Bureau of Prisons peli~y on involunt!lry medication. 

/ . / / '·".::: (b )( 1 )------, 
' At least two detainees did appear to f~i~~~ental ill4esses. (b )(3) NatSecAct 

was concerned that~_~guards would l_eam of~!l1-~ 
I I He suddenl,r stopped speakmg and 1solat~ ----i~m_s_e~~o-m~-e-o~t -e-rs-i~n~1s~ 

group ce~ll ]H?wever~ain~d vis~b~~-ned_to ~v~rything going on 
~ound him, and was appr?pnately att9!~~Jo ~1s acttv1ttes~_~,d~JY hvmg. When he was 
discretely reassured that his "secret" was'\i'safe ~ith us, he suddenly was able to express 

IV 

appreciation. On transfer to an entirely U.S. manaed facilitY,,<liis symptoms cleared. 

The second c~e~as al-Yemeni~~~~~~ who once had passed a 
kidney stone. He~~ hoardi~\medications, se -m ucmg vomiting, defecating on the 
floor and crawling thro;~ his fedes. At times he'1appeared to fake his symptoms, and 
his endoscopy had been'•n9nn~l--t.l~f-SU@gment was that most of his symptoms were 
either psychoi~~ti-~•~ fa~tifi~~s. Ev~ntua_lly he _w~s transferred out of the ROG 
pro~ his me'dlca) can/·~f;"".~,by the rec1p1ent country, . 

~ the time~s cap~(e there was concern that a martydom-oriented 
detai~ee ~~elib~ratell,'pj~re him_se_lf~ ~r ~ttempt su~cide. Accordi_ngly, all ~eta~nees 
were mtensivelcmtored:~unng thetr m1t1al mterrogattons and had v1deo-momtonng of 
their cells througfl~ut th~etention. Aside from a rare refusal·to eat or drink, however, 
most detainees wer~ttentive to their person health and no seriously self-destructive 1 

behavior was evideef?one detainee-Majid Khanl ~twice made scratches 
across his wrists (not requiring suturing) when he felt he was not getting enough attention 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

123 In 2006 author Ron 
Suskind reported, in a much repeated claim, that at the time of capture AZ was found to have a serious 
dissociative disorder, a diagnosis inferred from AZ's diaries, which were written using several personas. In 
reality, this was an entirely literary device, without psychiatric overtones. Ron Suskind, The One Percent 
Doctrine: Deep Inside America's Pursuit of Its Enemies Since 9/11 (New York City: Simon & Shuster, 
2006), pp. 95-100. . 
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from the facility chief. Another detainee was found to woven a noose from clothe in his 
cell. 

Fewer than five detainees ever refused food. OMS (and RDG) policy-which 
was based on that of the Bureau of Prisons-allowed a hunger strike to continue unless 

. there was some apparent impact on the detainee's health, or his weight fell to less than 
90% of average for height. If one of these thresholds was reached, the health risks were 
explained. If a detainee still continued to refuse food, he was fed through an NG tube. 
Tube feeding would have been accomplished involuntarily ifnec~~s,~. but the few who 
required it were compliant and often assisted with the procedu~9typically, hunger 

strikes ended soon after these feedings began. /'''.: ,'>~ 

(b )( 1) One detamee, of some later notonety, ended a:,tmnger strilce,~~oon as an NG 
(b)(3) NatSecAct tube first was laid out and lubricated. Khaled al-Mafri~as a G~erm_art_·~~c~_it_iz_e_L_ ____ ---1 

e---------~tr_an_sferred to the A enc. , and rendered 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Subsequently al-Masri went public with~ ·accouQ(embracedj)l the press and the 
(b)(1) ACLU, which variously alleged imprisonment[ ~i0jection with drugs 
( b )( 3) N atSecAct (including rectal I y), furc~f e~ng, beatinv~ sexilat; at;fu;e, none of which was 

actually true. He had ll~ver·e~been interrqgat~, mucliless abused. An ACLU
supported al-Mas~¥~~it against the Agenc'i,'~ventually was disallowed by the courts, 
and later he was arrested}i_n Gerif any on a charge;ei arson-the result, his lawyer said, of 
a "nervous_.t~;1':,wn ~utagre:to_·the ~-o~_r,lhe had endured in CIA custody".

124 

OMS·(;d Buri~.\! of i>i:isbns) policy on forced feedings was directly counter to 
that_~fi~ World Medic~l Asso~n/the American Medical Association, and most 
medical human rights groups. These groups held that the right to patient self
determinatiiprevailed o~~all other considerations. Within OMS, there was never any 
consideration given to allowing a detainee to starve himself to death, or otherwise kill 
himself. As witlrln¾~e F~.deral prison system, RDG detention facilities were carefully 
designed to be as s'Ui~ide.;proof as possible. Suicidal behavior, should it have occurred, 
would have been se~lras a reflection of the psychiatric stresses associated with 

124 
The first of scores of article on the al-Masri case was "German's Claim of Kidnapping Brings 

Investigation of U.S. Link," New York Times, 9 January 2005. His arson arrest and involuntary admission 
to a psychiatric ward was-reported in, "German who claimed to be CIA torture victim detained on suspicion 
of arson," International Herald Tribune, 17 May 2007. A particularly trusting article, which also repeated 
the rectal suppository allegation, was Jane Mayer, "The Black Sites," The New Yorker, l3 August 2007. 
Mayer characterized al-Masri as "one of the more credible sources on the black-site program" 

63 
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incarceration and an uncertain future. Moreover, it was clear that had a detainee 
managed to kill himself any commendation for the Agency commitment to self
determination would have been lost in the demands for an immediate investigation. 
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I ABC News began a series of related reports-
which also won the1r;,authors a Pulitzer. These reports enumerated and briefly described 
six "enhanced interrogation techniques" said to be used by the Agency. Four techniques 
were correctly described: the attention gr~b, attention slap, the belly slap, and "long time 
standing." "Standing" for more than 40 hours, and associated sleep deprivation, was said 

66 
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to be "effective." A fifth identified technique was "the cold cell" in which a prisoner was 
said to be kept standing at a temperature near 50 degrees while being doused with cold 
water. This claim was only partially correct: standing and dousing were done, but not in 
a cold room. The sixth identified technique was the previously reported "water 
boarding," though now described as binding the detainee to a board, wrapping cellophane 
around his face, and then pouring on water. · 

This waterboard treatment was said to result in "almost instant pleas ~o bring the· 
treatment to a halt." Ibn Shaykh al Libbi was said to have been broken by it after two 
weeks of progressively harsher techniques had failed. CIA offi.cers subjected to the 
waterboard during trainings were said to last an average of 14 se~onds. AZ began 
cooperating after 31 seconds, while KSM had impressed~-interrog~~ors by lasting between 
2 and 2½ minutes. '·· . '~, 

All but one of the 12 high value targets IJ~ld to datf were said to h~~ required 
waterboarding. The exception was Ramzi bin4al::.Srubh who r ortedl brolce down after 
walkin ast the cell in which KSM was held. 

Despite the Pulitzer, and the frequ~cy ~ith ~hich other media sources repeated 
ABC claims, at best the~-:~~ reflected po~~ssw.sources with no direct , 
knowledge of the program. "41'£1;:e never was~~ "cold room" technique. Cellophane was 
never part of the w~Jelboard. 1 

"., Only three (rlot eleven) detainees had been on the 
waterboard. Shaykh 1l~ibbi never was on the waterboard. Neither AZ nor KSM 
"broke" on the waterboard. While AZ·once had water annlied for 30 seconds. KSM 
never had an appJi~n exceedjng 40,.s'ect>B. I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

133 "CIA's Harsh Interrogation Techniques Described," ABCNews, 18 November 2005. 
134 Misreporting about the waterboard was common. For at least a year after first reporting of waterbaord 
use, the New York Times described it as involving literal submersion under water. The first to correctly 
characterize the technique was Newsweek . Eventually the Chicago Tribune carried the rather detailed 
description by a Navy SEAL who had experienced the technique himself, and who also reflected 
conventional SERE wisdom in saying it was "instantly effective on 100 percent of Navy SEALs." See "A 
Tortured Debate," Newsweek, 21 June 2004; "The Debate Over Torture," Newsweek, 21 November 2005; 
"Spilling Al Qaeda's Secrets," Chicago Tribune, 28 December 2005 
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(b )( 1) 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
~-------------------~Khaled al-Masri-whose allegations of drugging, torture, 

and forced feeding were all fabricated""1 ( b) ( 1 ) I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~eyond the ffsC:aj~~sts, ·ih~se clo~ures \~ resulting moves took a--v!sible toll on 
the det,~m~es:___For th':111; mov~eq~-~~;wtressful because o~the associated . 
uncertambe$,. Attending medteal pers<'Snn~llgenerally talked detainees through this 
process,.~hasiziri~at_ the.dl11ge was not a reflection on their behavior (i.e., it wasn't - . ~-,. ' 

puni.tiv~but rather was compell&l by outside factors. Nonetheless, the associated 
anxiety often triggered so~~ depression, occasionally requiring treatment. The Agency 
later was faiµted for subjectlDg detainees to multiple moves, but this was not by design. 
Had circumsfimc~ allowed;:'-most detainees would have gone from an initial 
interrogation/debz:j.#,tjpg site, to a final-long term detention facility. Detainees of lesser 
value would have been turned over to the DoD or returned to their home country. 

------------,'b)(1
1
1-----------------~ 
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One group energized by media exposes and human rights reports were those 
concerned with the ethics of medical participation in detai.nee programs, including the 
role of psychologists. In the I 8-month period from July 2004 to December 2005, the 
New England Journal of Medicine carried five different articles touching on the subject, 
ranging from "Doctors and Torture" to "Glimpses of Guantanamo--Medical Ethics and 
the War on Terror."141 A particularly pointed article under the principal authorship of the 
president of Physicians for Human Rights also appeared in JAMA,fpn "Coercive U.S. 
Interrogation Policies: A Challenge to Medical Ethics" (Septem-f~005). 142 

The thrust of these articles-most of which were f~ n the more visible and 
widely-~eported practices of U.S. ~ilit~personne~---;w~hat th ~s littl~ or no _place 
for medical personnel or psychologists m mterrogati~s~ano especial'lfAE>se mvolvmg 
coercive techniques or designed with medical i9J?p(on de~~inee vulnerabi.lf.ties. 14

_
3 The 

interrogation techniques widely reported in tqe'pre.ss violatecl the patient-~µlit'"ethic 
which should govern all medical practice. If not?>u~·gp._ktfrt1.1rs:, the interrQg{tion 
techniques were cruel, inhuman and degrading, and tiiu1 illegal under international and 

"humanitarian" law. ~ '"-,_ .. •· 

In general OMS personnel long since.;}fa01.r.esolved personal ethical concerns by 
'~ ~ ..:·✓ 

the t~me s~ch comment~es appeared in 2f 4 ~W2~(!)S., .... :L~f0ffic_e ~eli_ev~ ethical 
considerations were enhrely.,personal, so ffem~tfie ou°flf made participation m the ROG ,/:. ' . •. ,:.v,,- .~J 

program voluntary. \:V~thdra~,e.J-without pen~ty was allowed at any time. The 2002 DoJ 
guidance was the f9u#d~tion o~\ffipst decisioJ~o become involved, but program 
experience reinfofoed·th~;..i_nitial- commitment. W}tn the exception of the waterboard
last used in March 2003;:and by.l~~e 200~ unlikjely to be used again-the actual 

~-:·.A. ···, .. ~;;+ ~7 
-14-1 R_o_b_~_n_(F-=. L=i;::,ft:;..on-,_,,MDa:~=~==,~::,.,~,,...:o-ct_o_rs~~7Toqure," NK/M351(5):415-416 (29 July 2004); M. Gregg Bloche 

and ~9.nathjlll H. Marks, "Wh,mDoctors Go to·War," NK/M352(1):3-6 (6 January 2005); George Annas, 
JD, MPH~'1'ni,peakably Cruel~'.;rorture,)fedical Ethics, and the Law," NEJM 352(20):2127-2131 (19 
May 2005); -~"'·regg Bloche, .. JD and Jonathan H. Marks, ''Doctors and Interrogators at Guantanamo 
Bay," NK/M35~(1}:6-8 (7 July 2005); Susan Okie, MD, "Glimpses of Guantanamo-Medical Ethics and 
the War on TerrorflNK!M353~4):2529-2534 (15 December 2005). 
142Leonard Rubensteiq~ CP.fistian Pross, MD, Frank Davidoff, MD, and Vincent Iacopino, MD, PhD, 
"Coercive U.S. InterrogatiotPolicies: A Challenge to Medical Ethics," JAMA 294(12):1544-1549 (28 
September 2005); also ~jnote was Steven H. Miles, MD, ""Abu Ghraib: its legacy for military medicine," 
The Lancet 364:725-729 (25 August 2004). Miles later expanded his piece into a book-length treatment, in 
Stephen H. Miles, Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity, and the War on Terror (New York: 
Random House, 2006) 
143 

Much of this attention was triggered by a June 2004 New York Times account of the use of Behavioral 
Science Consultation Teams (BSCT, or "biscuits") to facilitate interrogations at Guantanamo. Biscuits 
were composed of a psychiatrist, psychologist, and medical assistant, who studied detainee records, 
including medical records, to develop effective interrogation strategies. Critics held that this violated 
patient confidentiality; some believed the medical personnel should not be involved, even without access to 
individual records. Though declining a recommendation to do away with these teams, the Pentagon did 
eliminate their access to the medical files. 
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application of enhanced techniques had been much more modest than the press image, 
and reassuringly free of enduring physical or psychological effects. Collectively, these 
techniques had been dramatically successful' in producing indispensable intelligence not 
otherwise obtainable. Though often discounted in the press, the information that flowed 
out of detainee interrogations and debriefings had led to the capture of other key al
Qa'ida players and the disruption of several planned attacks. Lives unquestionably were 
saved. 

The summer 2004 articles which launched the ethical discussion in the U.S. also 
clashed jarringly with an ongoing series of al-Qa'ida kidnappin~~beheading&. In 
contrast to what seemed a sometimes utopian ethicist view,t~ical personnel saw 
themselves as living within a very real and dangerous w~cf ~Jing a societal 
obligati~n to support the legal, s~fe, an_d effective ~e:'~~es,that ~cessary to . . 
combat Just such horrors. The role assigned to med1~al.J>ersonnel com~ed the societal 
obligation with a responsibility for patient well-bei~g. 1 The medical p~ence reflected 
a government commitment to the fundament~l~~~eing 6f..,_the detainee, ~1€-~ot 
allowing this commitment to preclude the acquisitiQii;of iii{poitgmt, time-per,i's'hable 
intelligence not otherwise obtainable. The limits mid~(personnel set, and interventions 
made, allowed for the acquisition of ~greatest possible _1n.(9rmation without placing the 

. detainee at medical risk. In combinatioiti"' · • RDG's tightly-,:Cii;:cumscribed policies· on 
coercive measures, medical monitoring ,R · most all de~fie-ts' from experiencing 
more than a very time-limited period of J\~om(or,t.: .. ::..:·:: ·>:-.--:--7 I' 

.. ... • t,, .,-·1/ '"''t.t'/ .·,. \\,',.,' ltP. 
In the continued ethicafreiterations o,2005, some tacit acknowledgement of the 

societal obligationpc~asionalW:_~as implied, ~it only to be immediately discounted 
because some empiri~~~evide~ce" eliminatedby4 potential ethical conflict. Both 
ethicists and the press ;egu!~rlY,•M~fted,!i~t-B9~Cive measures were ineffective if not 
. counterpr94~e, !ll}d prod~ serffffis Micffong-lasting physical and psychological 
aftereffeets'.' More··p-~°1,tedly, .'th~ presence of medical personnel during interrogations 
was sy:S'to embolden the i~terrogat<>FS~d lessen their restraints, thus placing 
inte~ogawt greater, ndt~ser ririr. At worst, any physician present risked being co
opted, or sodalized into a Nazi mentality. 145 

Howe~,~u~h such.!.'facts" simplified the ethicist:s case, the OMS empirical 
experience was jusf-posite. Invaluable intelligence resulted, medical and 
psychological aftereffects were not evident, &nd the presence of medical personnel 
unquestionably moderated interrogations and led to more benign interrogation guidelines. 
Medical autonomy also was preserved, with OMS personnel answering professionally 
only to OMS. Medical personnel were allowed to provide,care to detainees even under 

144 Analogous dual physician roles are seen in forensic psychiatry, and occupational and public health, in 
which the public good sometimes overrides patient preferences. 
145Rubenstein et al, "Coercive U.S. Interrogation Policies." 
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interrogation, in a professional and humane manner; and no one ever was asked to use 
medical expertise against a detainee, or to withhold treatment. 

Finally, the carefully managed, selectively targeted Agency approach to 
interrogation had almost nothing in common with the excesses, program laxity, and 
indiscriminate focus alleged at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo. From the outset, the RDG 
program was tightly circumscribed and carefully monitored, and quickly corrected 
problems encountered in the fo~ative months. Almost from the outset, all interrogators, 
debriefers, guards, and medical personnel were prescreened, traineq, guided both oralJy 
and in writing, and then monitored throughout their involvemeR_~detainees. Despite 
its press image, this was a very carefully controlled pro~r~ · . 

Program details-beyond that asserted in the ~.¢i~;-were"pf course, unknown 
to medical ethicists, but even with a more accurate widerstahding they~ely would have 
reached the same conclusions. This was not necessarily the OMS expectation when the 
first medical ethics articles appeared in 2004. :· Un~~are ju~~ow disprop~o_nafe had 

. become the ethicists' commitments ~o the patient~i'ia-vj,~~ciety, there w~·~ome 
passing frustration at the mindset that casually equa11'.'rrhlld to modest measures ( e.g., 
limited sleep deprivation, or feeding through an NG tube{with sadistic, potentially lethal 
physical ·violen~e. All were torture or (aqtamount to it. 146 Mu~h_ !)}Ore useful would have 
been thoughtful, medically informed re~-dations to h~l>.afance the acceptable 
degrees of coercion against the immediacy_ and -~avt!Y .• ,gf-an avoidable terrorist threat. . ' ~ ,,,,~,,- ·Y... . 

Ethicist view~ere'an~ho,r~ in "in~~ational"_and "humani~an" legal 
standards and profe~~,0nal declarations datmgttp the mid-1970s. Until the 
Administration's 2002!§·determi~on that al-Qa~!-~a terrorists were not legal combatants 
and thus _not ~-r~!~~ted by ~~ne:v.a~~-~~jI~~;~Common ~cle 3_ ~f the Geneva . 
Conventi~,;i~_pr9~-~~~ sohtl~f~gal conieFSt~ne for the ethicist position. Common Article 
3 prohib.iteo "at any,tjme and ilf'~!l~__Place whatsoever: violence to life and person, in 
parti~~ai-._murder of aIJ-.tcirtds, mutilati0n, cruel treatment and torture; outrages upon 
per~nat~l~ity, in parti~~t;~ humilihling and degrading treatment." A prohibition 
against cruel, humiliating qr.degrading treatment, or outrages on personal dignity could 

.._ -..'\, •· I 

be and were us~~to cover a-.very wide range of interrogation measures. 
! ~( 

~ . 
Ab C '·-'" .,,~. 1 3 th '11 h UN C . A . T sent ommen,ruLic e , ere sti wast e onvention gamst orture, 

which as ratified by _ilif U.S. barred the "intentional infliction of severe physical or 
mental pain and suffering." This was a much higher threshold, more genuinely consistent 
with what popularly would have been deemed torture. However, this too had been 

. further circumscribed by DoJ's determination that "severe" pain was akin to that 
accompanying serious -physical injury or organ failure, and that severe mental harm must 
last "months or years." 

146 Medical ethicists and the critical press were not the only ones to take this view. Even some who 
advocated the use of what the Agency viewed as coercive interrogation referred to it as justifiable "torture." 
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Further, along with railing at the Administration's permissive interpretations and 
asserting a humanitarian obligation to follow the Geneva Accords even if they were not 
legally binding, ethicists turned to another potentially valuable ally to carry their case-

, the professional associations of organized medicine. 

' 
l)le acknowledged foundational guidance on physicians and interrogation was 

issued in 1975 by the World Medical Association (WMA/47 in response to questions 
about physician responsibiliti_es in coercive interrogations of Northern Ireland militants. 
The WMA's "~e~larat~on ofTok~o" held that fhysicians sho~d not '~cou~tenan~e, 
condone or part1c1pate m the practice of torture 48 or other fo'fms of cruel, mhuman or 
degra~~ng procedure~," nor "provide any premises, ins~ents, ~tances o~ knowledge 
to facilitate the practice of torture or other forms of C!)lel~ ~um~~~degradmg / 
treatment or to diminish the ability of the victim t<3:-r,~im.-.such treatmen~Doctors were 
not to be present "during any procedure during wliich torture or other fo~s-of cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment are used or thteate~ed." In ~hort, "the .doctoi::s1 

fundamental role is to alleviate the distress of his or her fellOW•!Jlen, and no motive 
whether personal, collective or political shall prevail against this higher purpose." The 
WMA reissued this declaration in both 2005 and 200~fter the extensive press reports 
of2004-2005-adding a new section ~hg that physici~pould not ''use nor allow to 
be used, as far as he or she can, medical knowledge or skills, or health information 
specific to individuals, to facilitate or otherwise_.:!ld:·~-Wogation, legal or illegal, of 
those individuals" ( emph~~--dded). ~.,.--' . 

v -.-• { ,-
In 2005 the. ~~rican ·Psychological ~~~~ciation also addressed "P~ychological 

Ethics and National s•ecurity," partially in response to accusations of unethical behavior 
by Behavioral_~ience Cons~_J!afi--~~J-.,(,ij_~CT, or "biscuits") at Guantanamo Bay. 
These teams w~e-·comprised.-_9f a psychiatrist, a psychologist, and a medical assistant, 
who sought to bring thSiinsights of behavioral science to the interrogation process: 
Alleg.!hey had_ ~s-e1lt'iiiedical r~~9rds to devise interrogation strategies. The AP A 
(psychologi!!t), without addressing)my specific allegation, enumerated the "ethical 
obligation~tt-national sec®y-related work." More nuanced than guidance s<,on issued 
by medical org~ations, tffi-s advised that psychologists: 

'1·v -~ 
--should not engage in, direct, support, facilitate, or offer training in torture or 

other}""ruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment; · 
--do not use health care related information from an individual's medical record 

''to the detriment of the individual's safety and well-being"; 
--do not engage in behavior that violates U.S. law and may refuse for ethical 

147 The WMA was established immediately after World War II to address issues of international concern. 
The American Medical Association was one of many founders. 
148 Torture was defined by the WMA as "the deliberate, systematic or wanton infliction of physical or 
mental suffering ... to force another person to yield,information, to· make a confession, or for any other 
reason." 
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reasons to follow laws that are unjust or that violate basic principles of 
human rights [but if a conflict results, they "may adhere to the 
requirements of the law"] 

--"are sensitive to the problems inherent in mixing potentially inconsistent roles 
such as health care provider and consultant to an interrogation, and refrain 

from engaging in such multiple relationships" 
--"may serve in various national security-related roles, such as a consult~t to an 

interrogation, in a manner that is consistent with the Ethics Code, and 
when so doing ... are mindful. .. of contexts that reqU:~r~ special ethical 
consideration." Ay•·--· • . 

The:following year an.August 2006 APA resolution aligr€4 Ji~~- position more 
specifically with the United Nations Convention Against'T~rture, ~<;H.pe McCain 
Amendment (see following sections), but added nq,_~filtional specificic the guidance. 

/~ .. ~~ 
The American Psychiatric A;sociation/tli~ugh cortcemed over the i~-s' 

Guantanamo reports, did not issue its own guidan'c_e for an6th'er)year. In Mll-Y 2006, this 
AP A (psychiatrist) issued a "Position Statement" on~Y.6hiatric Participation in 
Interrogation of Detainees," which stated that psychiatristi'sl)ould not participate in; or 
otherwise assist or facilitate, the comrDi~m of torture." It-cdntinued, in part: 

..,~ .. , ·'¥·~✓ 

· " ... No psychiatrist shou~articiDate HiFectl).'. J~he interrogation 
of persons held in cu:,t9dy by milit~ oftivilian~ihvestigative or law . 
enforcement auth~fi~~ hether in mf United sfrtes or elsewhere. Direct 
participati~n(l,udes t,ing present iJtthe interrogation room, asking or 
sugg~sting qu~stjons, o~Ei~ing au~o~ties o~ the use of specific 
techm~~ ~f mt , a~n1~l&llil?-art1c°:l~ detam~e~ .. Ho_weve~, . 
psyc.]ilaj~~ts·m~y pre, . 'de tramm-1htary or c1v1han mvestlgative or 
law· enforcementP.ersa-.• ~m recognizing and responding to. persoris with 

~~ntal illness~~oftJhe possjbltmedical and psychological effects of 
- tfaiticular techniqtieiiand c~itions of interrogation, and 'on other areas 

witlu~'their profes~iahal expertise." · 
•. -, 1,""'1 

·-'-',:.~ ll'•,' ~" ~. 
. Until mia;?'007 9MS psychologists, given the legality of Agency practices 
(r_eaffirmed by DoJ'i~~arch 2005), saw themselves as working within the AP A 
(psychologist) guideliries. OMS psychiatrists never were .asked to monitor interrogations, 
though not as a matter of policy. Initially, psychologists were more available and soon 
they were more experienced. The AP A (psychiatrist) guidelines were the more 
restrictive of the two, but on careful reading might still have allowed a role similar to that 
actually p~rformed by OMS psychologists. 

The next issued, and more categorical guidance came from the American· Medical 
Association: "Physicians must not conduct, directly participate in, or monitor an 
interrogation with.an intent to intervene, because this undermines the physician's role as 

I 
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healer." In a modest concession to the physician's societal obligations, the statement 
added, "Because it is justifiable for physicians to serve in roles that serve the public 
interest, the AMA policy permits physicians to develop general interrogation strategies 
that are not coercive, but are humane and respect the right of individuals."149 

Since medical licensure in the United States is the exclusive purview of state 
medical boards, professional organizations such as the AMA have no direct power to 
enforce their views. State boards act on ethics violations, however, so the policy 
statements of professional organizations do have a potential impact-:,., Critics very early . ,_.., .. 
sought to bring about change ~t Guantanamo Bay by attacking~the Ii censure of the 
supporting medical staffs. Soon after the role ofBSCT teat:!)f~as publicized, the New 
York Times reported that lawyers representing detainees .v.t:.fre ~g_ to gather doctor's 
names to bring ethics changes against them in their home"f~~tes. 15\E~i.ling in this effort, 
lawyers later targeted physician John Edmondson~ander of the-..eyuantanamo Bay 
Naval Hospital. In July 2005, a complaint against1Edmondson was file~it4 the 
California State Board of Medicine, which had~- d his fi'eense. He was-:-efi'af.(ed with 
''unprofessional" conduct, including having d"verse i~topriate shari~ of medical 
data, refusal of treatment, and active and passive invo :Yt?~ent in physical abuse. The 
Board declined to pursue the case on(the grounds that ii'~ld take no action against a 
milit~ physician practicing on a milil~:b.~&~ ___ ahsent act~'-!1~Y the_ military. They 
also cited a recently released study by Aw.iy-S~rfi~3t1 General-~~foy; which had not found 
evidence of any medical abuse of the detajnees. 1} ·::~:i~.,.__ . l 

<1\ ,(,, ---""-~~}' 

~' ---~.t/f' -~v, 
A few weeks later=on Jhe fourth anniversary of59/ 11-131 Guantanamo Bay 

detainees began a hm('er strik~:. to: protest the \onditions of their detention and lack of due 
process. Ofthese~re involuntarily fed t11ough naso-gastric tubes, most 
compliantly and -~ithin "th¢.~r.,fe1ls_,ilen thi~mall proportion of strikers artificially 
f~, the Napi P;r~~l;r,. foll' a ?rotoeel@ifuilar to that of OMS and th: Bureau_ of 
Pnsons,.)l.'Physic1ans·fo,:-·_HumarfRights strongly protested the forced feedmgs, which was 

. (' . ·~ . 

149 AMA P.~.~elease, 12 June'&6, .~;~,:~A ethical policy opposes direct physician participation in 
interrogation:". This position seems to reject the suggestion of some ethicists that "limit setting, as 
guardians of detainee health" mi°gbt be an acceptable role for physicians in "legitimate interrogation." See 
Bloche and Marks~hen Doctors Go to War." 

The only other profess~nal association to issue medical ethical guidance on interrogations was the 
American Academy ofP-~an Assistants (AAPA). This guidance was the most sparse. In 1987 the 
AAP A adopted stateme'!.~pposing "participation of physician assistants in ... torture or inhuman 
treatment," and endorsing "the 1975 World Medical Association Declaration of Tokyo which provides 
guidelines for physicians and, by nature of their dependent relationship, for physician assistants, in cases of 
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in relation to detention or 
imprisonment." Most recently these AAP A statements were reaffirmed in 2003. 
150 "Psychologists Warned on Role in Detention," New York Times, 6 July 2004. 
151 "Head of hospital at Guantanamo faces complaint," New York Times, 15 July 2005; "Lawyers will 
appeal ruling that cleared Guantanamo doctor of ethics violations," BMJ 331: 180, 23 July 2005. An appeal 
to the Board also failed. 
152 Susan Okie, "Glimpses of Guantanamo-Medical Ethics and the War on Terror." By mid-October the 
number of strikers was down to 25. 
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counter to both the WMA and AMA codes of ethics and which allowed a prisoner to 
starve himself to death: 153 Detainee lawyers used this episode to resume their challenge 
to Dr. Edmondson's licensure, and in January 2006 unsuccessfully argued to a California 
court that in view of the forced feedings the court should compel the state medical board 
to act. 154 

. 

OMS viewed state licensing board action as a potential risk. The fact of a medical 
presence in the Agency program was easily discerned. Almost from the beginning there 
had been recurring charges that Agency medical personnel wi!~ain medicine from 
AZ, drugged some detainees during transfer, and force fed al-M"asri. ·T>he first substantial 
discussion of this issue, however, did not come until after ~·een remaining HVDs 
were transferred to Guantanamo Bay in September 2006,a'fhe I@R<C interviewed all 
fourteen, who comprised the most important al-Qa'ida-.operative~ed to date and 
had been those most aggressively interrogated. ,~ · ~.".,' ~ 

The detainees appear to have given thve~rckc;: a gen~wlly accura~;.cy of 
their overall experience (albeit recalling some tra'umi:itip e.eiso'd~s as lasting,I?fuger than 
they did). Enough medical information was included·fqt'\~e resulting ICRC report to 
include a section on "Health Provisioli}~ the Role of Medical Staff." This noted the 
provision of medical examinations on ar,A~fh~ring i~te~ti.o~?,and during the long 
subsequent detention. Treatment provi~°'~as~~-f~ed "applopriate and satisfactory," 
with _a comme~t that "in two specifi_c in~fu,jJces:.:/fk~tional len~s :wer~ taken to 
pro VJ de very high standa_rd~ 9-f medical mt~hon." s-91fe ovemdmg issue, however, 
was the medical pres~1;1;e··ci'i:itj_~g?!he interrogation process, a presence correctly inferred 
from the use of a pµ!f~fximet'ei9uring KSMl~_waterboard sessions, the repeated 
measurement ofl~icumferen.ce during standing.sleep deprivation, and detainee 
reports that medical perso~~6liei~~~t\lem dtiring interrogations and sometimes 
interven~ to,s~~~ proces\i .. , ~ . 

···\~:,., ... ·•.', '•,' ,/ 
i.',''• .•. •' 

--~-- ~~. \~ ,'. . 
~

,:·;f)' 
'\,':•;,: .. 

153 In i 991, th~ position wj/ modified to allow the optio~ of physician intervention once the patient 
became confused or 111-~sed into co~a. but both the Bureau of Prisons and the physicians at Guantanamo 
Bay act far before thi - e is~ched. In 2006 the WMA issued a lengthy further revision of its policy 
statement, which conclu •·"Forcible feeding is never ethically acceptable. Even if intended to benefit, 
feeding accompanied by,,.tlifeats, coercion, force or use of physical restraints is a form of inhuman and 
degrading treatment." Moreover, "(i]f a physician is unable for reasons of conscience to abide by a hunger 
striker's refusal of treatment or artificial feeding, .... [he or she] should refer the hunger striker to another 
physician who is willing to abide by the ... refusal." World Medical Association Declaration on Hunger 
Strikers, as revised by the WMA General Assembly, Pilanesberg, South Africa, October 2006. 
154 Jurist, 8 January 2008; for fuller coverage, The Observer, 8 January 2006, on Guardian Unlimited, 
accessed at http://observer.guardian.co.uk/world/story/0, 16937,1681736,00.html,. Subsequently, a British 
activist physician again filed this same charge against Edmondson with the medical boards of the states of 
California and Georgia. See "Force feeding at Guantanamo breaches ethics, doctors say," BMJ 332:569 
(11 March 2006).· 
155 "ICRC Report on the Tre~tment ofFourteen 'High Value Detainees' in CIA Custody," February 2007. 
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Labeling Agency interrogations ill-treatment tantamount to torture, the ICRC 
judged that the Agency program did not qualify as a "lawful interrogation, [in which] a 
physician may be asked to provide a medical opinion, within the usual bounds of medical 
confidentiality, as to whether existing mental or physical health problems would preclude 
an individual from being questioned," oy "requested to provide medical treatment to a 
person suffering <;t medical emergency during questioning." Rather, medical personnel 
were "ruling on the permissibility ... of physical or psychological ill-treatment." Their 
conclusion, therefore, was that: 

" h . . . . All . d h .... t e interrogation process 1s contrary to !n~ationa: aw an t e 
participation of health personnel in such a process ~co--.itrary to 
international standards of medical ethics. In the case o~~leged . 
participation of health personnel in the detenti_on '1\~ inte~gation of the 
fourteen detainees, their primary purpose appears·.to have be~serve the 
interrogation process, and not the patient. . .Is so doing the healili p,~onnel 
have condoned, and participated in ill-trea~;~~-~-" -~~ · ··:y . 
Like many human rights and professional m~I"~i(organizations, the ICRC held 

the traditional formulaic view that th~~-were three co~oiling principles in medical 
ethics: act always in the best interest o:fttie patient, do no har-qi,t_o_the patient, and insure 
the patient's right to dignity .. Had OMS,~sesscii-itself again?t'these criteria, it would 
have said that during the entfre post-interrogati~lufse of d_etention these principles 
were honored .. Excepti~f ~Y. a handful of ~nvoluntary f ~edinfs, co~sent was obtained 
before all medical pro¢ciure~r they were not undertalcen. 15 Dunng the Agency's 
legally-sanction i~e,6ations,wever, the pi:eservation of detainee dignity and "best 
interest" woufd have cl~ed t~f J?rocess, at ti\,ost of innocent lives. Given the 
ma~itude of !.1,:~-£~ceiv~t~~'-0Fistitf&eb~rt periods of indignit~ and significant but 
medically ,s~~tQ_!Scbmfort (f~ort of set:10.us, much less severe pam) seemed an 
ethical~yJ'riconseqi.ren4!!il.pric~f).ay to obtain the cooperation necessary to save lives. 
OM§.:.#on~theless still ~?~ble ~ifisure that no harm befell detainees while fulfilling a 
socfetal' o.!>ligation that othefy'ise ~Id have been impossible. There never was any . 
question tha~J!~_rced to m~~ja choice, the preservation of lives would override the 
preservation o( dignity. L./ 

',, \, . l:J 
--~ N . 

w~.;"'~ 
\',..-}" 
)/ ,, 

156 Tube feeding, while involuntary, was never forced, as the detainees always cooperated with the 
procedure. An intake physical examination, including appropriate blood work, also was mandatory, but 
after the interrogation phase detainees could decline physical exams ( or elements of the exam) or laboratory 
studies, though almost none did. Concurrence was obtained in writing for all invasive procedures. There . 
sometimes was a certain incongruity in asking a detainee for consent. At one point Nashiri, who at the time 
was manacled and closely attended by guards (because of recent acting out), laughed when the attending . 
dentist asked his permission to pull a problem tooth: "You obviously can do anything you want," Nashiri 
noted. But he did give his consent. / 
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Notabl1, the ICRC's report on the fourteen detainees was not immediately leaked 
to the press. 15 The record to date suggests that this eventually will happen, at which 
time advocacy groups probably will attempt to attack the licensure of some OMS 
physicians. There are several reasons to believe that most if not all state medical boards 
would deal with ethics charges much as had California: 

--DoJ had provided legal sanction to the program 
--the CJ.A. (like DoD) would strongly assert the legal, ethical, and appropriately 

circumscribed role of the medical staff /2· , 
--sp~cific individual medical responsibilities likely woµ~~ain classified 
--Bureau of Prisons policy and medical personnel w,.oiila-be similarly implicated 
--even were existing medical ethical guidance rele~lnt;it~ll:S sufficicmtly 

imprecise that it had to be clarified in 2006,\after whi~h no enhanced 
interrogations took place. 158 

----~ ~ "\~.i .. , 

A greater problem than licensure per se may ~~legal ~d professionai'hai:Vsment of 
activists hoping to end an unpopular program by d~fl~~i.ts medical sjpport, in 
essence exploiting the government's commitment to in...._s.~png that detainees are not 

harmed. ~ ' 
In August 2007, the American }:;~~~-gical Associatieb .tevisited their 2005 and . • ~ ' w~ 

2006 statements on psychologist support to, interr>i;>gaiio11~, and:.-issued much more explicit 
and categorical guidance~,~-- included aif t•~g1blu~ibition for psychologists 
against direct or indir~¢~i¢ipation·in intl&ogations or in any other detainee-related 
operations" involv_~:~ :Jength)~t of technitj~~s alleged in media reports. Most relevant 
were hooding, forced'n.akednes~tress position~;slapping or shaking, and "sensory 
deprivation and over-st=l'atioi:i::iw:_~orsle.~P.-.<:le"privation used in a manner that 
~epresen~J&ni~c'11h~ain o~~~µffering'or.;;rtift' manner that a re~onable person would 

,Judge t':)•Cause lastr~~m:m." :S~i!~ovement to bar psychologists altogether from 
interrogation facilities\v_as_ 11ot stib:c.e,ssful. By the time this was issued (see following 
section~be only clearl§+~~vant)t~m w~ slapping, though standing sleep deprivation 
would prob~~ have been ~ntroversial. · 

More p~obJ~atic_ Ian barring psychologist involvement'in the prohibited 
techniques was a req~ement that AP A members report any psychologist who has 

; . 
157 In spring 2007, DCIA Hayden was asked to address Congressional Oversight Committees on various 
charges contained in the ICRC report. In these Hayden categorically denied any medical role other than 

·monitoring the well-being of the detainees and providing treatment when indicated. . 
158 AP A (psychologist) guidance was less restrictive, but even so only one such interrogation took place 
after it released new guidance in 2005. 
159 "Reaffinnation of the American Psychological Association Position Against Torture and Other Cruel, 
Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and Its Application to Individuals Defined in the United 
States Code as 'Enemy Combatants,"' Resolution Adopted by APA on August 19, 2007. Among the dozen 
or more enumerated techniques were waterboarding, hypothennia, exposure to extreme heat or cold, and 
exploitation of phobias or other psychopathology. 
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participates in these techniques to the AP A ,Ethics Committee, who in tum could revoke 
memberships and potentially jeopardize state licensure. 160 This; in essence, placed 
Agency psychologists in the same potentially vulnerable position as Agency physicians. 

160 "AP A Rules on Interrogation Abuse," Washington Post, 20 August 2007; Eve Conant, :'Capital Sources: 
Shrinks and Torture," Newsweek"Web Exclusive," 20 August 2007. 
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The new DoJ policy statement on torture issued in December 2004 stated that it 
did not invalidate previous guidance on specific interrogation techniques. DoJ's long
awaited re-evaluation of these techniques finally was forwarded to the Agency in May 
2005. Three separate memoranda were sent, all reflecting an understanding of Agency 
practice and experience not available in 2002-as well as insights gleaned from the 
voluntary waterboarding of a senior ~oJ lawyer. 

A foundational· 10 May 2005 memoranda corrected and paneled the 2002 
descriptions, then reaffirmed that the previously addres_sed toolmigues fell short of 
torture. 161 These were three conditioning techniques (diett'y 'Btpulation, nudity at. .... 
ambient temperature of at least 68°, and sleep depriv-~~five coi:z:~ttive techniques ' 
(attention grasp, facial hold, facial or insult slap, apdomihal"sl.ap, an~alling), and four 
coercive ·techniques (stress positions, water dou.sf'ng, cramped confinem.ent, .. 411d 
waterboard). A second 10 May 2005 memorandµin,:_express!y extended this~clusion to 
the combined use of these techniques. 162 The final.µie]Jlorfn'18.u!11, dated 30t?Jfay 2005, 
responded to an Agency 1G concern in affirming that:ti:i't{ techniques were not barred by 
Aqi~le 16 of the C_onvention A~ainst~~• ~s ratifie . . i! b~rred "cruel, unusual, 
and mhumane treatment or pumshmen~ip~~hib.!_ted by the J:'i•Wwith, and Fourteenth 
.A'.mendments to the Constitution." As int~tpr~~-th~ Fifth A~oment was of greatest 
relevance, and the Supreme Court standara again~t .... wlii~h-~afinent was to be measured 
was whether a techique_:Jf:~Q.egre~ous, sb~~~frageo~f~afit may fai~ly be·said to shock 
the c_ontemporary cons~~fenc~Judgment·~~ted by the·Court to be highly context-
specific and fact-deplfident. 163

~ \\ • ,, .;~:~'-·· :•:,, \~ /' 
New to the 2005''gyidan. Mias an.exir~ordinary reliance on OMS input, totally 

absent in ~~07.~,~_gency~cjeneral'Co ~el, during an early 2004 visit, had mentioned 
that OMS-involvemeritlnow was central to the Agency's legal case. Just how important 
becam~_cJearer in summer OMS-DoJ discussions during which C/MS finally observed 
that'boi~t~emed·to be und..sfi.the misimpression that this was an OMS program-rather 

~~'- ~ # 

than OMS supp_orting CTG~G. In acknowledging an overemphasis, DoJ nonetheless 
·said the presenc~.~9.f O.MS was critical to their determinations. OMS thereafter tried to 
remain alert to ~y tqmsfo:imation from the notion that the ROG program being 
acceptable in part b~~1f of OMS involvement into something that sounded more like 

j? . . . 
161 Steven Bradbury (DoJ/OLC) to John A Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central Intelligence 
Agency "Re: Application of 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A to Certain Techniques That May Be Used in the 
Interrogation of a High Value al Qaeda Detainee," l O May 2005. 
162 "Memorandum for John Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central Intelligence Agency, "Re: 
Application of 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A to the Combined Use of Certain Techniques in the Interrogation of 
High Value al Qaeda Detainees," 10 May 2005. 
163 Memorandum for John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central Intelligence Agency "Re: 
Application of United States Obligations Under Article -16 of the Convention Against Torture to Certain 
Techniques that May Be Used in the Interrogation of High Value al Qaeda Detainees," 30 May 2005. 
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the program being acceptable because OMS said it was. The only OMS role, if and when 
Justice determined that any given technique was legal, was to insure the safety of the 
detainee-a responsibility as well shared by interrogators and other staff. 

The final DoJ memoranda stated that the legitimacy of the RDG program hinged 
on several-OMS relevant factors: :OMS autonomy within the program; OMS· assurance 
that detainees would be adequately evaluated-physically and psychologically-prior to, 
during, and following any enhanced interrogations; the authority of OMS to stop or 
otherwise limit any ongoing interrogation, if medically indicated;,filld the OMS 
experience that to date no medically significant aftereffects h~d~_t{t:J-''apparent in any 
previously interrogated detainee. A reliance on OMS was J,p4¢rsf0red by the inclusion 
of multiple quotations incorporated from the latest (Dec~oer 20--issuance of OMS 
Guidelines, and by many references to discussions with OMS perso-!_11lel. An illustrative 
excerpt, from the 10 May 2005 memoranda addressing intefrogation·tec~iques: 

.f •. , ~-·· , ... 
• ,{,<,> • 

"In addition, the involvement pfi.!feqical an'1,psychologic~i -..;;z-;/ 
personnel in the adaptation and applicatio~~e. e§"tahlished SEREY 
techniques is particularly noteworthy for purposes of our analysis .. 
Medical personnel have been'involved in imposing limitations'on-and 
requiring changes to--certain ~ -9res, particulai¼~~e use of the . 
waterboard. We have had extensive meetings with thtfinedical personnel 
involved in monitoring the use of ~ese t_,achl)igues. It is clear that they 
have carefully w9xked to ensure th~\t!:if techn~o not result in severe 
physical or mental pain ."o_r sufferingtcfthe detainfes. . •• In addition; they 
regularly as~~~~~oth .edical litetiture and the experience with 
detainees. '[FN~assis\"l'in monitoring iperie)?.ce with the detainees, we 
understand that ffiet~js4.r'"gfilar r~g_rting on medical and psychological 
exper;neg~e-·with th~~ tll~c~ues on detainees and that there are 

· Jp.€a°l ins~~ on c:le~umenting experience with sleep deprivation and 
~e waterboard.hf~MS ~~'ifically declared that "[m]edical officers 

i:riffst._remain cogni~t at allftimes of their obligation to prevent •~severe 
ph)sical pain or suffering"[citation omitted]. In fact, we understand that 
medi~and psych~l~gical personnel have discontinued the use of 
techniqti'es ~,..to ~ifahicular detainee when they believed he might suffer 
such pain ~iilifefing, and in certain instances, OMS medical personnel 

~~ . 
have not cleaj'e<l certain detainees for som~r any-techniques based on 
the initial medical and psychological assessments. They have also 
imposed additional restrictions on the use of techniques (such as·the 
waterboard), in order to protect the safety of detainees, thus reducing 
further the risk of severe pain or suffering. You [i.e., the Agency] have 
informed us that they will continue to have this role and authority. We 
assume that all interrogators.understand the important role and authority of 
OMS personnel' and will cooperate with OMS in the exercise of these 
duties .... " 
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; Read in totality, the final DoJ guidance made clear that the OMS role was 
supportive, but this lengthy paragraph still was potentially misleading, in citing the 
"involvement of medical and psychological personnel in the adaptation and application of 
the established SERE techniques." The only OMS role in the adaptation or application 
of SERE techniques was to place medical restrictions on the use of the techniques 
selected and authorized independently of OMS. 

Following the summer 2004 press accounts, and prior ~tpese DoJ memoranda, 
Senators John-McCain (R-Ariz) and Lieberman (D-Conn) put langu1ge into an 
intelligence bill which barred "torture or cruel, inhuman, or d-ing treatment or 
punishment that is prohibited by the Constitution, laws ortreati~;(qf the United States," 
and required a report to Congress on interrogation measure~. In j~fiary, at 
Administration urging, this language was dropped. :t-ili.,spring, 2005, P~~ocrats and 
Republicans debated the need for a probe of int~B'gation practices, bufnlpro~j 
resulted. . . · ,,., · 

,jl'' 

' ~ 

In October 2005, Senator McCain introduced an amendment to a Defense 
appropriation bill which again barred "cruel, inhuman, of d~wading treatment or 
punishment"-defined as any "cruel, un~~aj, and inhumane treatqient or punishment" 
p~~hibited by the Fi~, Eighth, and Fou~~q;Ame~dment~ ~~pplying to non-US 
C1t1zens what otherwise would have perta1;t_ed_oJ~~t~,.U.S. citizens). Kerry also attached 
an amendment to the Senate Intelligence Authorization bill requiring a report on the 
Agency's recently publicizedt~tern European and Asian detention facilities. · 
Ultimately both K~l~endments failed, bu,~pe McCain amendment moved forward
ultimately withoufari.'.Ager:icy e?(emption sought by Vice President Cheney and DCIA 
Porter Goss. . _ __ -- .. ~\ · .... ·"""9 . :. . 

'-' ... ::..:n'•:· -~ ~"''.~ -~--~ 

The M~C'"'ain amegdme~t::_subsequently known as the Detainee Treatment Act 
(DT ~~~assed both Ho~ and S~n_ate by large margins, and in December 2005 was 
signed into law. The implications of the DT A proved somewhat more limited than 

.'? 

expected. :ID~ready had_r_uled that Agency techniques did not reach the threshold for 
the "cruel, inliuman, or demding" treatments barred by the Constitution, and a new OT A 
requirement that ~ intJltgation guidelines be followed was applicable only to DoD 
facilities, and not t6·~e.~t" Agency sites. Less reassuring was the way the OTA 
addressed the question of legal protections for those engaged in authorized interrogations. 
This stated that the U.S. Government "may" pay employee costs (including legal counsel) 
associated with civil action or criminal prosecution, and offered as an employable 
defense that "a person of ordinary sense and understanding would not know the practices 
were unlawful." ' 

(b )( 1) 
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(b)(1) . #1 ~:":-
(b)(3) NatSecAct Over several months in the spring and summ~f2Q06 an'OMS ~hysician 

escorted five detainees that required specialized ~uafi'en ~r surge~c-,,-""lll~-------c---
1 ~o received this care. Additionally, during this peri08~a.concerted 

(b )( 1) · effort was made to move as many detainees a..sfts'sible ou~Agency han~®t theD 
(b)(3) NatSecAct still in RDG facilities in late February, half had b~s:ferreg elsewhere py September, 

with most returned to their countries of origin. As preMI,:fiusly, OMS personnel 
accompanied' all detainee movements>··.. ~ , 

. \_: ~.t> .. ~ '•)~-~ 
In June, 2006, the Supreme Court,rufod ·,it_1_fiamden v."Rumsfeld that the military 

commission system then in place at Guarihtnam)~~~~<?,tikgally authorized. 
Additionally, the Court stat~ Jhat the pro~siops' of Cor~ffn Article 3 of the Geneva 
Conventions (on the tr~mient:ofprisoners 6£war) was applicable to detainees. In • 
response to this ruling/the AdirliRistration introduced legislation that became th~ Military 
Commission Act (MC~~~ in Oci,er) .. 

The M~staplishea'"·:a· new system. of military tribunals and, consistent with 
Common:,Aiticle 3;· $,~nded the·War Crimes Act of 1996 to bar not just techniques that 
cau~>4~~~vere physicl~mentll~infor suffering" ("torture"), but also those which 
caused "sev~e or serious~pltysical Fmental pain 9r suffering" ( or "cruel or inhuman 
treatment")fNo specific techniques were addressed; rather, the President was given 
authority to rii.~~ecifica~ interpret the implications of the Common Article 3 through 
an Executive Order-. 

--~✓-· f 

Finally, the ¥CA strengthened the protections extended by the DT A to those 
involved in authorized interrogations prior to 30 December 2005. Employee costs 
incurred during any investigation or prosecution-in the U.S., abroad, or in international 
tribunals-would be paid by the U.S. government. 

During the summer 2006, a White House decision was made to transfer to 
. military custody at Guantanamo Bay the 14 HVDs (b )( 1 )------------", 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 
~-----------------(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct Witlrthe transfer of the 14 detainees to Guantanamo, 
I . I Within a~f'i_e_w_m-on_th_s_,_a_n_e_w_ly~ 

(b )( 1) captured detainee• was transferred! ~dul Hadi al Iraqi, the designated 
(b )(3) NatSecAct replacement for Zarqawi as head of al-Qa'ida operations in Iraq. He had read of CIA 

interrogation methods, he said, and preferred just to cooperate without them. Whether or 
not he was truly forthcoming is unclear, but no enhanced inteq.0gatk>n methods were 
employed-prior, to his transfer to Guantanamo Bay in Apri~ ~O<i=( b) ( 1 ) I 

' .. , ' 

· . ·"'- · .(~)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct_~-----------=-~--~~-~~~ 

There they were allo~ed to talk with 
~o-ne_an_o~er-, -so_m_e~o-r~t~e~-rs~t~tt-m-e~1-n-s-ev_e_r~~~¥=.e~·~~.s?~and ait.o were interviewed,by the 

ICRC. Each was assigned a military lawyer to help"prepare for_,a tribunal h~ng on their 
status as illegal combatants. Were this status establilh~Jthey then faced prosecution for 
_their terrorist acts. ·~:... '°# 

, To date the Agency program had.plss~tthro·ugh two ~t discrete phases. The 
first period, from 2002 through 2004, wasJlrim1ly ,2-~!,_tyultiple successful 
interrogations. The seco~giod, from 2005 _tfuough 2006, was one of lengthening 
detentions. The character of~:>.: third period!is-as of swnmer 2007-still uncertain .. 
While the Agency ~us~ended ~ofEITs folloM'ing the December 2005 enactment of the 
DT A, it did not aband0.n 'the notio'n of playing a upi.que role in the interrogation of HVDs. 

,After reviewing the overaij,p,.tQgii{¢l"J~e,.~gep.cy sent DoJ a request to evaluate a much 
. reduced s~~>t~f pf~p~~ "enh~qed" techn-iqpes, which did not incl~de walling, the 
waterbo¥d, confinem.s:~oxes, _dousing, and stress positions'. The proposed array of 
techniques was limited tp te thr~staolished conditioning techniques: nudity, dietary 
manipul~foq, and sleep ~privation'~fand four of the five corrective techniques approved 
in 2005: fa~i'al grasp, attenti:0..n grasp, abdominal slap, and facial or insult slap (but not 
walling). No"coercive meastires were included.164 The proposed upper _limit on sleep 
deprivation remaitf"ed at 18()hours, but with a new requirement that the detainee be 
reassessed after 96 h~urs and specifically re-approved for each additional 24 hours. 

OMS welcomed these changes as further limiting medical risks without 
appreciably weakening program effectiveness. In its view, interrogation success 
appeared to result primjllllY from the three "conditioning'' t~chniques proposed for 

164 In contrast to the reality, a Newsweek "WEB EXCLUSIVE," 20 Sep~mber 2005, cited Senate staffers 
as saying the Administration were trying to redefine the Geneva limitations to allow seven techniques: 1) 
induced hypothermia, 2) long periods of forced standing, 3) sleep deprivation, 4) the "attention grab" 
(forcefully seizing the suspect's shirt), 5) the "attention slap," 6) the "belly slap" and 7) sound and light 
manipulation. 
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retention, particularly sleep deprivation. 165 Since to date only three detainees had been 
kept awake beyond 96 hours (and none as long as 180 hours), the proposal was entirely · 
consistent with ongoing practice. "Corrective" techniques also appeared to play a 

· synergistic role, but from the medical standpoint, walling was somewhat problematic 
because if not handled carefully could result in head contact with the wall. It also 
appeared less controlled than any other t~chnique, and infrequently required some 
medical intervention. 166 Elimination of all coercive measures, and walling, would 
appreciably simplify medical monitoring. 

As previously, OMS was brought into these newest D~~sions, this time in 
the hope that a medical distinction was possible between "~~~~ and "serious" physical 
and mental suf!ering. Thinki~~ this an entirely !egal qu~tftn, @~declined t? 
speculate. UJtimat~ly, a provt_s1onal DoJ analysts fo~n:~~af:J~he_ r~~~~!~ techniqu_es 
legally acceptable, 1.e., they dtd not reach the thresqotd'"o'"senous" pa~~ suffenng. A 
definitive ruling awaited the underlying Executi,~·fOrder ipterpreting Ccfmm.on 1,rticle 3. 
OMS also contributed to this discussion, thraµgff},.,Qriefing fc;>r DNI Admiffl~Mike 
McConnell on medical support to the interrogatiorfai)d det~nti'<~n program. }/ . . "-"'l .. ....... ~ 

The President's Executive Ortf~r. finally was reit~se4 in mid-July 2007, prompted 
(b)( 1) by the desire to interrogate a key al-Q~(_ij.:tive, rec~J~c~mured and rendered~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAc,t I This EO interpreted Common ~icle 3 as req1;1jJi6g "the basic necessities 

. of life, _including adequate food and wate\~helter, fr~the el_ements, necessary clothing, 
protection from extreme~.,_qfpeat and cold,~d essenttalpical care." Barred were 
torture or other acts ~,efiiiara~~ murder, to~re, mutiilation, cruel and inhuman 
treatment, or acts 3fg'oiV!e or d~·gi;adation wha\~ r:asonable person would deem '_'beyond 
the bounds of human H~B~~cy.''j ~eyond these lidP.lts, enhanced measures were sttll 

allowable, as w,: detenfiQ~--~to~¼l}~:7~ess. [NEED TEXT] ~ 

~~~~ihrnediately followed this with concrete guidance largely 
unc~~ from that agr:iito ~,~imd allowing sleep depriva~ion (as above), dietary 
man1pul~0n, and the sev~ requested slaps and holds. Only nudity had been 
chang~d~djapering. I '/ 

· . Ask~t,the ~live Order on NBC's "Meet the Press," Director of 
National Intelhgenc!,:':r~ll) Mike McConnell would not say exactly what would·be 
permitted, but he diqtfiighlight-as never publicly before-the medical role in the 
process: 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

166 On two occasions detainees complained of potentially walling-associated memory or hearing loss, but a 
detailed evaluation at the time found both to be feigned symptoms. 
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" ... When I was in a situation where I had to sign off, as a member of the 
process, my name to this executive order, I sat down with those who had · 
been trained to do it, the doctors who monitor it, understanding that no one 
is subjected to torture. They're, they're treated in a way that they have 
adequate diet, not exposed to heat or cold. They're not abused in any 
way. But I did understand, when exposed to the techniques, how they 
work and why they work, all under medical supervision.''167 

(At the time of this writing-September 2007-the on!¥~i<:iate to be 
interrogated under these new guidelines alleged the unusual~mbination of visual and . 
auditory hallucinations after just over I 00 hours of standing sl'efta~privation. As a 
result, he was allowed a 16-hour sleep break, but contin~ to claittj-yisual hallucinations. 
A thorough psychological examination at that time.led·tchthe conclu~ion\that he was 
malingering. He was returned to intermittent sledfcteprivation, up to tl~fso limit [ over 
30 days], but this did not achieve compliance_w,;~erro~~~~rs .. ) · ~y 

~ 
\\~·:_.., ... ". 

·,,.. 
.-.. :t_ 

167 Transcript, Mike McE~~ell interview on "Meet the Press," Tim Russert, Anchor, MSNBC.com, 22 
July 2007. The possible interpretation that physicians were supervising the enhanced interrogations later . 
was addressed briefly by a McConnell spokesman who clarified that McConnell said that doctors would 
"monitor, not supervise" interrogations, but would not clarify if this referred to physicians, or how the 
monitoring would be accomplished, or if this was a new requirement. Spencer Ackerman, "(Re)Call the 
Doctor: Physicians Involved in CIA Interrogations?," TPMMuckracker.com, 23 July 2007. Russert, like 
many others, wanted to know what techniques could and could not be used (especially the waterboard), but 

. McConnell-like other Administration spokesmen-refused to specify on the grounds that this would 
allow training against the techniques, and "because they.believe these techniques might involve torture and 
they don't understand them, they tend to speak to us, talk to us in very-a very candid way." 
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Interim Afterthoughts (b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct 

Support to the RDG program may well be the most extensive operational 
commitment in the history of the Office of Medical Services. It certainly was one of the 
most intense. During the fiv~ ars from 2002 to 2007,I P MS staff officers ~ )(3) CIAAct 
physicians, D psychologistsLJPA's, and [}iurses) were dtrectly involved in the 
program. These officers evaluated, monitored and provided quality care to 97 detainees 
variously held in ten Agency facilities. They also accompanied well over a hundred 
detainee transfer flights. Their guidance and presence made possible one of the most 
successful counter-terrorist operations in the history of the Agency. • 

An enumeration of the intelligence take from the 9ramati~l!y successful ROG 
program is beyond the scope of this history. Over 8,QQO il\!,_ellig~~~reports were 
generated, which was half or more of all al-Qa'ida reporting during the period. Detainee
provided information led directly to the capture of other key terrorists, av~~ several 
major terrorist attacks, and became a foundatjon .for the 9/1:l ,postmortem a'ifdlysis. Even 
in the face of crippling media leaks and widespreaat~~n~ism, the Agency (and 
Administration) remained unwiJling to abandon what~~roven an invaluable tool. 

Whether a more circumscribed,futw:e.program will prove similarly valuable 
remains to be seen. Even with a retain:A72'6~~fless aggressiv;9ti'~t seemingly effective 
techniques, this may not be possible. Eventually the Administration will be pressed t~ · , 
state publicly that certain .aggressive measur~§.Will not be used (thereby reassuring future 
detainees, to the detriment ofJQ~.process). ~ripplingleak:s will remain inevitable, and 
approved techniqu~howev~\tenign-eventually will become known and again be 
targeted by human ri~,activists: This could ~~ily lead to the elimination of all the 
synergistic adjuncts to sleep depriv.atiol}, :and so1'limit sleep restriction that it rarely is 
effective. ~~dittonallri, publ~~.UY ~e\~i:}Yhave led to the d~velopment of effective 
resistal}ce'measurcs--~ _sho"~e immediate prospects do not look promising. Taking 
a lo!l,g~view, future tet.rorist use ofWMDs is viewed as inevitable; and such an attack 
would lik~Y- lead to anoth~r_reevalµation of what interrogation measures are acceptable. 

WhJYOM~ again i~pproached on this subject, this brief history may be of some 
value. A few paii:iis may be worth repeating. As OMS began this chapter, it could find 
no comparable reco~f-the somewhat related experiences of the Fifties, which would 
have been useful. Organizationally, OMS was som~what buried at the time in a short
lived but distracting 'realignment with Human Resources. Operational requests regularly 
were addressed, but outside the paramilitary environment OMS was not then aggressively 
attempting to insert itself into operations. Thus, when OTS formulated its approach to 
detainee interrogation, there was no meaningful medical inp1:1t or review-and 

168 E.g., effective countenneas~es against such techniques as standing sleep deprivation were discussed 
within the Agency as early as the 1950s, and simply capitalize on the desire of interrogators not to inflict 
serious of lasting hann. DeJiberate "collapse" or a sophisticated but feigned hallucination will almost 
guarantee a reprieve which likely will defeat the interrogation process as used to date. 
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interrogational excesses resulted. In.hindsight it's easy-though in the operational 
climate, perhaps unrealistic-to say that OMS should hav~ been more pro-active in 
obtaining and critiquing the relevant briefs. Once into this fast-moving program, OMS 
also fell short in allowing a requirement for thorough medical records to fall victim to 
operational expediency and the crisis of the day. While this soon was corrected, it also 
was avoidable. Finally, as OMS increasingly was recognized for its vital contributions, 
there seemed to be a risk that too much of the program's legal justification would become 
OMS-based. While this issue was attended to, in view of the unique ethical issues 
involved it was a source of continuing concern .. ... ¥ ... . 

A last word on ethics. The more proscriptive stand~,t.fik~n by professional 
organizations since 2006 will pose potential dilemmas for OMS professionals supporting 
detainee operations in the future. The OMS officers ~ho previousfl~~rked in this 
program confronted less concrete "ethical" issues, b.:(if nonetheless inv'otved themselves 
because they thought it was the right thing to do,1and because of their tru~f?~d respect for 
those already involved. [ys may have been representative in viewing th~;J~gitimacy
i.e., ethics-of the program as dependent on it being legal; effective, safe and necessary. 
Necessity required solid evidence that interrogation carid'.iiiates possessed critical, time
perishable information unobtainable through less aggr~e alternative measures. DoJ 
affirmed legality. The empirical reco~ed effectiveness and, through the presence 
of OMS, the safety of the program. Finhlty, Jtiticality and urgsi~Y each received case
by-case analysis from CTC. Though imperfect Uris review nphetheless limited the 
application ~f ~!Ts to le~siYJ.ffi ... a third of t~~7"cle~n~w1lo came into Agen~y hands, 

- and further -hm1ted ~0f-tne mostaggress1v~~techmques to .onlySor 6 of the highest 
value detainees. Ap'Et:iterion of"necessity" alfi.requires that no aggressive measure be 
used when a lesser measure woµ,lp suffice. For a variety of reasons, the program initially 
was ill-prepared to make thi~judgineat7,but experiences during the first year had it well 
on its way to -~ Jlinimalist a~;..e.ach. ....

6 
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